
 Enrollments in Division and CAFNR academic programs 
continue to grow.  The Division began the fall semester with 
115 undergraduate majors, our largest number in more than a 
decade.  Graduate enrollment in the Division now stands at 85 
students.  CAFNR’s enrollment reached 3435 students this fall.  
This represents a 38% increase in total enrollment for the col-
lege in the last nine years.  
	 Several	important	awards	reflect	the	quality	of	Division	peo-
ple and programs.  Michele Warmund received the Fellow of the 
American Society for Horticultural Science Award at the soci-
ety annual meetings recently (page 2).  Hari Krishnan was elect-
ed Fellow of the Crop Science Society of America last month.  
Bill Wiebold was presented both the CSSA and the ASA Fel-
low Awards at the same meeting and was highlighted in the last 
Newsletter.  Six DPS undergraduates who joined Reid Smeda 
at	the	Missouri	Seedsmen’s	Association	Banquet	each	received	$1,000	scholarships.		Michael	
Frank, a Plant Sciences undergraduate major, was selected as a Golden Opportunity Scholar.  
The program links students with prominent scientists in their area of interest from around the 
country.  
 Another highlight for the Division is that Bob Sharp accepted the role of Director of MU’s 
Interdisciplinary Plant Group (IPG) to succeed John Walker (page 3).  This innovative group 
brings	together	more	than	50	faculty	and	200	graduate	students	from	multiple	divisions	and	
colleges and from the USDA Plant Genetics Unit to share ideas and to collaborate.  Vicki Bryan 
also joined the group recently in the role of Coordinator of the IPG.  
 Kevin Bradley and his group of staff and students are highlighted in this issues’ “Know Your 
Colleagues” section (pages 5 & 6).  The group emphasizes weed management research and 
Extension activities with crops such as corn, soybean, wheat and pastures.  Important contribu-
tions of the group include identifying and working to address herbicide resistant weed popula-
tions in Missouri crops. 
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2 Awards & Honors

Hari Krishnan was elected Fellow of the Crop Science Society of America. Members of the Society nominate 
worthy	colleagues	based	on	their	professional	achievements	and	meritorious	service.	Only	0.3	percent	of	
the Society’s active and emeritus members may be elected Fellow. Hari Krishnan is a research molecular 
biologist with USDA-ARS and Adjunct Professor in the Division of Plant Sciences at University of Missouri. 
Dr. Krishnan received his B.S and M.S. degrees from India, and Ph.D. from Washington State University. His 
program	focuses	on	improvement	of	soybean	protein	quality	and	enhancement	of	biological	nitrogen	fixation	
in	soybean.	Krishnan	is	current	acquisitions	editor	of	The	Plant	Genome,	associate	editor	of	Crop Science, and 
a two-term member of the Book, Monograph and Multimedia committee. 

Krishnan elected Fellow of CSSA

Plant Sciences senior, Michael Frank was selected as a Golden Opportunity Scholar from the Golden Opportu-
nity Scholars Institute, a program of the American Society of Agronomy (ASA), Crop Science Society of America 
(CSSA) and Soil Science Society of America (SSSA). Undergraduates are matched with scientist-mentors dur-
ing the Annual Meetings. The program encourages talented students to study agronomy, crop and soil sciences, 
cultivate networks, and develop the necessary workforce to sustain the profession. Undergraduate scholars are 
selected based on their academic achievements and interest in agronomy, crop and soil sciences.

Frank selected as Golden Opportunity Scholar

Michele Warmund has been elected fellow to the American Society for Horticultural Science (ASHS). Election 
as a Fellow of the Society is the highest honor that ASHS can bestow on its members, in recognition of truly 
outstanding	contributions	to	horticulture	and	the	Society.	More	than	460	Members	have	been	accorded	this	
honor	in	the	years	since	the	first	Fellows	were	elected	in	1965.

Warmund elected Fellow of ASHS

Reid Smeda (left) accompanied 6 undergraduate Plant Sciences students to the Missouri Seed-
men’s	Association	Banquet	in	Lake	Ozark	on	September	29,	2011.		Each	student	received	a	$1,000	
scholarship, which recognizes students in the Crop Management or Plant Breeding area.  Students 
include from left to right and front to back row: Justin Householder, Heidi Davis, Kolton Bevill, Ste-
ven Schlesselman, Brandon Nystrom, and Joseph Bolte.  Congratulations to each student.

Students	receive	scholarships	at	MSA	Banquet

Plant Sciences undergraduate Brandon Thiel was one of three university students selected as a tri-director 
of	the	2011	Homecoming	Steering	Committee.	The	Steering	Committee	is	a	group	of	talented	and	dedicated	
students who annually organize the greatest Homecoming in the nation. Selection is conducted in the winter 
semester	and	is	highly-competitive.	Approximately	30	students	are	selected	each	year	to	comprise	the	Home-
coming Steering Committee, with three directors selected from the previous year’s committee membership. 
The board is further divided into committees that oversee all aspects of the Homecoming celebration includ-
ing  the blood drive, parade, talent show and much more. Brandon got involved with homecoming because, “I 
want it (Homecoming) to continue as the highlight of students’ time at Mizzou.”

Thiel tri-director of the centennial celebration of homecoming
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3 Programs & People

Plant Microbiology Faculty and Graduate Students in the Division of Plant Sci-
ences	gathered	for	the	2011	Daniel	F.	Millikan	Luncheon	on	September	30th	
at the University Club in the Reynolds Alumni Center.

(From left to right) Row 1: Johann Bruhn, Michael Gardner, Derek Cottrill, Walter 
Gassmann;	Row	2:	Greg	Yeckel,	Xiaowei	(Natalie)	Pan,	Lee	Miller,	Xi	Xiong,	Antje	Heese,	
Gary Stacey; Row 3:  Melissa Mitchum, John Smith, Nicole Doerr, Ji Chul (Daniel) Nam, 
Tom Wyllie, Jim Schoelz, Hal Shaffer, Jim English; Row 4:  Cuong The Nguyen, Zhe Yan, 
Hai Thanh Nguyen, Nathan Gross, Ru Dai, Melba Shaffer, Mike Collins; Row 5:  Jeong-
min	Choi,	Courtney	Coleman,	Mi	Le,	Tran	Hong	Nha	Nguyen,	Phuong	Dung	Thi	(Ellie)	
Nguyen, Fei Gao.

Luncheon	held	to	honor	Daniel	F.	Millikan

Dr. Bob Sharp was recently appointed as the new Director of MU’s Interdisciplinary Plant Group (IPG), suc-
ceeding Dr. John Walker, Professor of Biology and Adjunct Professor in DPS, who on July 1 became Director 
of	the	Division	of	Biological	Sciences.		The	IPG,	which	recently	celebrated	its	30th	anniversary,	is	a	community	
of	54	faculty	and	approximately	200	graduate	students,	postdocs	and	staff	from	seven	divisions/departments	
in three colleges, as well as from the USDA Plant Genetics Research Unit.  The IPG provides a supportive 
and	flexible	environment	that	allows	scientists	to	explore	research	that	transcends	traditional	departmental	
boundaries, by facilitating the sharing of ideas and resources among faculty members and students, and by cre-
ating opportunities for collaboration through interdisciplinary meetings, seminars, and an annual symposium. 

In addition, Vicki Bryan was recently appointed as the new Coordinator of the IPG.  Vicki has extensive experience working with the 
plant science community in various capacities, including employment as a Science Assistant for the Plant Genome Research Program at 
the	National	Science	Foundation	from	2002-2005,	and	recently	as	Special	Assistant	for	the	iPlant	Collaborative	at	the	University	of	Ari-
zona.  Vicki succeeds Melody Kroll, who recently accepted the position of Executive Staff Assistant in the Division of Biological Sciences. 

On behalf of the IPG, Bob expresses his thanks to John and Melody for their great service to the IPG, and wishes them all the best in 
their new positions. 

Sharp becomes Interdisciplinary Plant Group Director

Zhanyuan Zhang, Director of the MU Plant Transformation Core Facility, was invited to attend the “Tool De-
velopment	for	Transformational	Biotechnology	Advances	Workshop”	held	in	Arlington,	VA,	October	6-7,	2011.	
This was an important workshop and only selected people were invited. APRA-E is a special funding agency 
under the DOE. This workshop was intended to collect recommendations from plant genetic engineering 
experts to shape the funding directions for the transformation technology advances in the crop particularly 
biofuel crop species in the next 5 years or even longer.

Zhang invited to attend APRA-E workshop

David	Mendoza	joined	the	Division	of	Plant	Sciences	on	September	1,	2011	and	his	lab	is	located	in	the	second	
floor	of	the	Life	Sciences	Center	(Lab	247,	office	271f).	Dr.	Mendoza	obtained	his	Ph.D.	(Biochemistry)	from	the	
Chemistry Faculty at UNAM, Mexico. After concluding his post-doctoral training at UC San Diego, David joined 
Mizzou	to	continue	his	research	on	the	molecular	mechanisms	mediating	detoxification	and	accumulation	of	
essential and toxic metals in plants. Plants are the main dietary source of essential metals (Zn, Fe, Mn, Cu) and 
also the main entry point for toxic heavy metals (Cd, Pb, Hg) into the food chain. Understanding how plants 
take up, accumulate and transport trace metals between roots, leaves and into seeds will help to enhance the 
nutritional value and safety of plant-based products. 

For more information visit http://plantsci.missouri.edu/faculty/mendoza-cozatl.htm	

Mendoza to research toxic metals in plants
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4 Programs & People
Chili	Luncheon	raises	money	for	Central	Missouri	Honor	Flight
On October 21, CAFNR staff council held its annual chili luncheon, and it was a huge suc-
cess.  This year’s luncheon included Division Directors and faculty dressed up in Halloween 
costumes, which was a delightful treat for all employees.  Faculty and staff members voted 
for whom they thought had the most original costume by donating money.  The winner 
was Rose-Marie Muzika, Professor in the School of Natural Resources.   The luncheon 
also included a pumpkin decorating contest and some games that allowed participants to 
show off some of their athletic skills.  Throughout the luncheon, staff council handed out 
door prizes, which included MU football and basketball tickets.  Staff council would like to 
thank	everyone	who	was	able	to	attend	and	who	donated	money.		The	event	raised	$313	
for the Central Missouri Honor Flight and because of us we are able to send another hero 
to Washington.  

Reid Smeda participated in the costume con-
test as a “Serial Weed Killer”.

Tonya Mueller

Faculty & Staff Email accounts are slated to be converted to Exchange 2010 beginning No-
vember 7. During	the	move	you	will	be	locked	out	of	your	email	for	15-30	minutes.		More	information	on	
what to expect during the move should be coming. The main change will be more storage (from 2GB to 
15GB) so you have access to all your email even when not using your primary machine.  Personal Folders 
will be replaced with a “Managed Folder” folder.  Within that folder, you will see various folders related to 
retention	dates:		1	year,	2	years,	5	years,	10	years.		Campus	would	like	to	see	all	faculty	and	staff	move	away	
from using Personal Folders completely.  If you currently have personal folders that go beyond the 15 GB of 
storage it may be time to do some housekeeping in your mailbox.  Campus offers free training for Outlook, 
including a course on Organizing and Managing your email. http://doit.missouri.edu/training/catalog.html

PlantSciOnly has a new look.  The	Division	is	starting	to	incorporate	the	new	CAFNR	look	into	our	websites.		The	first	site	
to undergo the transformation is http://plantscionly.missouri.edu. We still need to tweak a few things here and there but it is close 
to being completed.  This change came with a move to Google calendars for the room reservation system.   If you would like your 
website to get a facelift please contact Tonya Mueller (muellertj@missouri.edu) to discuss the possibilities and the timeline.

The Division of IT offers free training: http://doit.missouri.edu/training/catalog.html
Subjects include but are not limited to:
	 	 •	Statistical	software	including	SAS
	 	 •	Microsoft	Office
	 	 •	Adobe	products
	 	 •	Web	Design

Mizzou has its own mobile app for iPhone and Android. GoMizzou currently contains nine modules: Directory, Maps, News, 
Events, Campus Dining, Feedback, Courses, STRIPES, Athletics and Special Events.  http://adn.missouri.edu/portal/projects/gomiz-
zou-project.html

Faculty and Staff can get a Personal Copy of Microsoft Office for $9.95
Login	to	http://myservices.missouri.edu  Select “Software” from the menu on the left, then Select “Microsoft Home Use Program 
(HUP)”.  Click “Continue” then follow the directions listed.

DID YOU KNOW?

The Department of Biology at Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU) organised two academic 
seminars	on	September	12,	2011	to	kick	off	a	series	of	seminars	on	food	security	and	environmen-
tal sustainability in celebration of their 55th Anniversary. The keynote speakers were Professor 
William	Davies	of	the	Lancaster	University	in	UK	and	Professor	Robert	Sharp	of	the	University	of	
Missouri.	Sharp	spoke	on	“Root	growth	under	water	deficits:	physiological	complexity	and	coordi-

nation.”	He	discussed	various	topics	exploring	the	complexity	and	coordination	of	processes	involved	in	root	growth	under	water	deficit	
conditions,	such	as	the	network	of	mechanisms	involved	in	maize	primary	root	growth	maintenance	under	water	deficits	and	physiologi-
cal mechanisms of growth regulation. The photo shows Davies and Sharp with event host, Prof. Jianhua Zhang, Head of the Department 
of Biology at Hong Kong Baptist University. For more information visit http://net2.hkbu.edu.hk/~enews/view_article.php?id=14109

Sharp is keynote speaker at HKBU seminar 
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KNOW  YOUR  COLLEAGUES: 
Kevin Bradley

5 Around the Division

Kevin Bradley is an Associate Professor and State Extension Weed Scientist in the Di-
vision of Plant Sciences.  Kevin is a native of Virginia and received a B. S. degree in Agriculture 

from Ferrum College and a Ph.D. in Weed Science from Virginia Tech. Kevin joined the faculty at the 
University	of	Missouri	in	2003.	His	faculty	appointment	includes	extension	and	research	responsi-
bilities in the area of weed management in corn, soybean, wheat, pastures, and haylands. In addition 
to	evaluating	new	herbicides	and	weed	management	techniques,	Kevin’s	applied	research	program	
focuses on the development of programs for the prevention and management of herbicide-resistant 
weeds, on the interaction of herbicides and weeds with other agrochemicals and pests in the agro-
ecosystem,	and	on	the	effects	of	common	pasture	weeds	on	forage	yield,	quality,	and	cattle	grazing	
preference. Dr. Bradley also teaches a graduate level class in herbicide symptomology and mode of 
action.

Kevin Bradley

Travis	Legleiter	is	a	Senior	Research	Specialist	who	began	working	in	the	weed	science	program	in	February	of	
2009.		Travis	received	an	M.S.	degree	in	weed	science	in	2008.		Travis’s	primary	responsibilities	are	to	coordinate	
and	supervise	tasks	associated	with	conducting	approximately	120	field	research	trials	each	year,	prepare	oral	
and written presentations and data summaries, and supervise all greenhouse-related research conducted in the 
program.  Travis also assists with data collection and supervises undergraduate student workers on a regular 
basis.

Senior Research Specialist 

Eric	Riley	is	a	Research	Specialist	who	began	working	in	the	weed	science	program	in	May	of	2007.		Eric’s	
primary responsibilities are to coordinate the planning, data collection, and data entry of approximately 
120	weed	management	research	trials	each	year.		Eric	also	began	an	M.S.	research	project	in	weed	science	
in	May	of	2010.		The	objective	of	Eric’s	research	project	is	to	identify	herbicide	programs	for	the	pre-plant	
and in-crop management of glyphosate-resistant giant ragweed in glyphosate-resistant (Roundup Ready) and 
glufosinate-resistant	(Liberty	Link)	soybean	production	systems.		

Research Specialist 

Jim Wait is a Research Associate who began working in the weed science program in May of 1996.  Jim received 
an	M.S.	degree	 in	weed	science	at	 the	University	of	Missouri	 in	2002.	 	 Jim’s	primary	responsibilities	are	 to	
supervise	field	preparation,	planting,	spraying,	and	harvest	operations	for	all	of	the	corn,	soybean,	wheat,	and	
forage research trials that are conducted each year.  Jim also assists with data collection, coordinates research 
tasks with graduate students and others within the program, and supervises undergraduate student workers 
on a regular basis.

Research Associate

Staff

Soybean fields like this have become much more common in Missouri over the past several 
years.  This field has an infestation of waterhemp, our worst weed problem in Missouri, and this 
waterhemp population is resistant to three different herbicide modes of action, making control 
of this species very difficult.  Much of Dr. Bradley’s extension and research efforts are directed at 
managing herbicide-resistant weeds like waterhemp.  
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6 Around the Division

Brock Waggoner began his Ph.D. research 
in	 January	 of	 2011.	 	 Brock’s	 research	 is	 di-
vided into two distinct emphasis areas; his 
first	research	area	is	to	conduct	a	survey	of	
the incidence and severity of weed species 
encountered in Missouri corn and soybean 
productions systems and to determine the 
prevalence of stem-boring insects in water-
hemp, the most common and problematic 
weed species encountered in these crops in 

Missouri.  Secondly, he will conduct greenhouse and laboratory ex-
periments to determine the effects of these stem-boring insects on 
herbicide uptake and translocation.

Doug Spaunhorst began his M.S. research in 
May	of	2011.		His	research	project	seeks	to	
understand the utility of dicamba-resistant 
soybeans as a future herbicide-resistant crop 
offering	 in	Missouri.	 	 Specifically,	Doug’s	 re-
search project evaluates the effects of dicam-
ba	 rates,	 application	 timings,	 and	 sequential	
applications on the control of glyphosate-re-
sistant giant ragweed and waterhemp, which 
are two of the most problematic weed spe-

cies currently encountered in Missouri corn and soybean systems.

Craig Solomon began his M.S. research proj-
ect	in	May	of	2011.		Craig’s	research	project	
focuses primarily on the effects of sub-lethal 
rates of growth regulator herbicides on corn 
and soybean visual injury and yield. Craig also 
has a second research focus area that seeks 
to understand the interactions that occur be-
tween early-season applications of herbicides, 
fungicides, and slow-release nitrogen fertiliz-
ers in corn. 

Bryan Sather is an M.S. student who plans 
to complete his degree in December of 
2011.		Bryan’s	research	project	focuses	on	
how	weeds	 impact	pasture	and	hay	field	
systems in Missouri.  His research project 
is	divided	into	the	following	three	specific	
emphasis areas: 1) evaluation of herbicide 
programs for the control of northern 
dewberry, a troublesome weed encoun-
tered	 in	Missouri	 pastures	 and	hayfields;	

2) investigations of metsulfuron-containing herbicides and appli-
cation timings on yield, seedhead production, and nutritive value 
of tall fescue forages; and 3) evaluations of cattle grazing patterns 
in	response	to	herbicide	applications	and	subsequent	weed	re-
moval in tall fescue pastures.   

Kristin Rosenbaum is a second year Ph.D. 
student with a research project that 
seeks to understand many of the factors 
related to glyphosate resistance in water-
hemp.  Kristin has conducted a survey to 
document the prevalence of glyphosate-
resistant waterhemp in Missouri soybean 
production	fields,	 and	also	 to	determine	
the relationships that exist between pre-
vious	 in-field	management	 decisions	 and	

the presence of glyphosate resistance within a given waterhemp 
population.  Additionally, Kristin is evaluating soil collections from 
several	soybean	fields	throughout	Missouri	to	better	understand	
the role of soil-borne fungi in the response of resistant and sus-
ceptible waterhemp biotypes to glyphosate. 

Brett Craigmyle began his M.S. research 
project	 in	 January	 of	 2010.	 	 Brett’s	 re-
search seeks to understand the utility 
and	efficacy	of	a	new	herbicide-resistant	
soybean trait currently under develop-
ment by Dow AgroSciences that confers 
resistance to the herbicides glufosinate 
and	2,4-D.	 	 Specifically,	 the	objectives	of	
Brett’s research are to: 1) evaluate the use 
of various rates and ratios of glufosinate 

plus 2,4-D for the control of glyphosate-resistant waterhemp 
and other common annual broadleaf and grass weed species, and 
2) determine what effect weed height has on weed control with 
these herbicide combinations.

Graduate Students
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Events & Activities7

The Crop Management Con-
ference will be held at the Hil-
ton Garden Inn in Columbia, 
Missouri,	November	30	 -	De-
cember1. Keynote Speaker will 
be Dr. Ron Plain from the Uni-
versity of Missouri. His semi-
nar is entitled, “Implications of 
the Federal Budget Problems 
on Agriculture.” A new session 

has been added this year under the category of Professional 
Development. The session is entitled, “Making the Most of Your 
Presentation.” For more about this session and the other ses-
sions go to the website, http://plantsci.missouri.edu/cmc.

CM
conference

UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI

CMC Conference to be held 
Nov.	30	-	Dec.	1

The annual convention 
of the Missouri Master 
Gardeners was held Sat-
urday, September 24th 
and Sunday, September 
25th in Hannibal, MO.  
The two-day event was 
attended by 124 Master 
Gardeners representing 
three different states.  
The Salt River Master 
Gardeners served as hosts for the event.  The group consists of 
Master	Gardeners	 from	Lewis,	Marion,	Monroe,	Pike,	Ralls,	 and	
Shelby counties.

Saturday was devoted 
to tours.  Participants 
had their choice be-
tween three tour 
“packages”: Forrest 
Keeling Nursery and 
Stark’s Nursery; a local 
Christmas tree farm 
and Flower City Park; 
or private gardens in 

the greater Hannibal area.  Interesting things to see and pleasant 
autumn weather made the tours very enjoyable.  

Sunday’s programming focused on seminars and training sessions.  
Concurrent classes were conducted on a wide array of topics of 
horticultural interest.  Three of the sessions were led by gradu-
ates of our Plant Sciences program here at MU.  Patrick Byers, 
Area Horticulture Specialist from Green County, spoke on Home 
Orchards as well as Berry and Bramble Production.  John Graham, 
owner of Callaway Fields near Auxvasse, MO gave a presenta-
tion	 titled	 “Landscap-
ing with Ornamental 
Trees.”

The event concluded 
with the annual Mas-
ter Gardener business 
meeting at which the 
formation of a new 
Missouri Master Gar-
dener Association was 
announced. 

Missouri Master Gardeners 
Meet in Hannibal, MO

The Bradford Research 
and Extension Center 
hosted a successful FFA 
Field	Day	in	2011.	High	
school agricultural edu-
cation classes from the 
surrounding area were invited to participate in a day of learning. 
Speakers presented information about ongoing research and re-

lated agricultural top-
ics. Students participat-
ed by going on three 
separate tours around 
the farm with short 
information stops on 
each tour.

2011	FFA	
Field Day
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Recent Grants
Investigators Title Sponsor Amount of 

Funding
Dates

English, J. Bark and Ambrosia Beetles 
Colonizing Stressed Black 
Walnut

Forest Service $41,525.57 7/26/2011-12/31/2012

English, J. Selection of Defense Peptides 
to Protect Wheat from 
Fusarium Head Blight

ARS $20,172 7/20/2011-7/19/2012

Fritshi, F. Assessing and predicting 
switchgrass and high-biomass 
sorghum yields and economic 
viability

Oklahoma State 
University 

(Sun Grant)

$123,998 7/1/2011-6/30/2012

Fritschi, F. Developoing Drought Toler-
ant Soybeans Using Extreme 
Phenotypes

United Soybean Baord $227,662 4/1/11-3/31/13

Lory,	J. National Setbacks Database Department of 
Agriculture

$10,000 8/15/2011-9/30/2012

Nelson, K. Drainage	Workshop	2012 Department of 
Agriculture

$19,950 8/29/2011-7/15/2012

Scharf, P. Reducing Phosphorus Runoff 
with On-Farm Crop Response 
Testing

Department of 
Agriculture

$42,495 01/1/2011-12/31/2013

Schultz, J.
Waldron, A.
Blockus,	L.
Stemmie, J.

Shyu, C.

Life	Sciences	Collaboration,	
Computation & Communcia-
tion	(LSC3)

Howard Hughes 
Medical Institute

$375,000 9/1/2011-8/31/2012

Sites, R. Collaborative Research: 
Digitization TCN: InvertNet—
An Integrative Platform for 
Research on Environmental 
Change, Species Discovery and 
Identification

NSF $244,685 7/1/2011-6/30/2012

Stacey, G. Enhancing disease resistance in 
soybean through biotechnology

University of 
Nebraska-Lincoln

$21,577 10/01/2010-9/30/2011

Stacey, G.
Nguyen, H.
Shannon, G.
Stacey, M.

Fast neutron mutagenesis in 
soybean: A resource to aid in the 
translation of genomic informa-
tion into applied technologies

MSMC $74,967 5/1/2011-4/30/2012

Wrather, A. Investigations into the Occur-
rence, Distribution, and Impact 
of Nematodes in Soybean Fields 
in the Southern United States

University of 
Tennessee

$13,450 6/1/2011-4/30/2012

Zhang, Z.
Kerley, M.

Genetic Engineering of Soybean 
to Reduce Soybean Oligosac-
charides

United Soybean Board $72,908 10/1/11-9/30/12

8
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Recent Publications
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